
Is your HIV treatment workIng? 
You have a right to know.

“wItHout a vIral load  
test, I am sure I wouldn’t  
be Here todaY.”

LonDoN CHuMa,  
KaFue, ZaMbIa

Know your vIral load 
A viral load test monitors 
the amount of HIV in your 
blood. The less virus in your 
blood, the lower the chance 
of developing HIV related 
illnesses. The test also 
provides an early warning 
sign, if your HIV treatment 
starts to fail. 

get a test
Visit your regular clinic or 
health provider and ask for 
a viral load test today. 

report It
If you are refused a test or it 
is unaffordable please let us 
know at knowyourviralload.
org by filling in a form. As 
part of our campaign we want 

to know whether viral load 
testing is available, acces-
sible and affordable in your 
country. This will strengthen 
our advocacy.

Spread tHe worD
Tell your friends about viral 
load tests. For ideas check 
out knowyourviralload.org/
take-action.

http://www.knowyourviralload.org
http://www.knowyourviralload.org/take-action
http://www.knowyourviralload.org/take-action
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deMaNd routIne vIraL 
Load teStIng for You 
and your community
Taking action does work. 15 
million people are on HIV 
treatment around the world, 
as a result of demands from 
people like you. Join us at 
knowyourviralload.org.

joIn tHe campaIgn
The World Health 
Organization strongly 
recommends that all people 
living with HIV have a viral 
load test six months after 
treatment, and at least once 
a year thereafter.

Sadly, viral load tests are not 
routinely available to the 
vast majority of people living 
with HIV in many African 
countries. We are trying to 
change that. Join us. 

KnowyourvIralload.org

wHat Do your test results mean?

what does the test measure? 
A viral load test tells you if your treatment 
is working. If you take your medicine 
as prescribed and you are on the right 
treatment, it is possible to achieve viral 
suppression. This means there are fewer 
than 50 copies of the virus per millilitre 
of blood. This is also described as an 
undetectable level of HIV in your blood. It 
is very good news because this means your 
treatment is working. 

A test showing a level above 1000 copies/
ml of blood indicates treatment failure. 
Either this is because you are not taking 
your medication correctly or the regimen 
of treatment is no longer working. If the 
problem is with your treatment your doctor 
will prescribe a different regimen.
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